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As regards the point whether the transactions in question were in the nature 

of 'sale' within the meaning of section 2(0) of the Act, we need to appreciate the 

mode of dealing between the companies and their customers. In the facts on record, 

it has been the admitted case between the parties that the companies accept DC of 

its own customers after the expiry of the period of warranty and immediately 

replaces it from its floating stock by RC of the same model, of course with a 

different S.No., after collecting fixed repair/rebuilt charges. It is also not disputed 
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that the companies send all DC to their resepective Service Centres ftr 

repair/rebuilding and receive the same back fully reparied/rebuilt after 4-6 weeks. It 

is also found true that all DC when these are received back duly repaired/rebuilt are 

entered in the Register kept for this purpose and properly accounted for. In the light 

of these facts, it can be safely infered that the ownership of DC is not transferred by 

the customers in favour of the companies. they however, appear to be handing over 

thier DC only for gettng these back duly repaired/rebuilt; knowing fully well that 

the intended repair/rebuilding of DC would cost them certain repair/rebuilding 

Property in goods can pass to another only when the transferee acquired 

ownership over the article transferred to him along with the right to sell it further for 

a valuable consideration, in this case, the coustomcrs never handed over their DC to 

the companies after receiving any valuable consideration from the companies but 

they did so only in the hope getting their DX back after due repair/rebuilding. 

Similarly, the companies provided another RC of the same model,  in exchange of 

DX to the customers without acccptiong any valuable consideration for the same 

and, therefore, such a mode a dealing between the companies and their customers 

with consent cannot be interpreted as the transactions of sale or purchase under the 

law. Even if, the assertion of the AA that the companies were engaged in the sale of 

their RC is accepted for argument's sake, it can not be said that any valuable 

consideration in law was ever received by the companies while providing RC to the 

customers. Valuable consideration in law, as has been held by the Hon'ble Supreme 

Court of India and many other Hon'ble High Courts in the cases referred to above in 

earlier paras could only mean money paid or promised. Thus viewed any 

consideration paid party in cash and partly in kind cannot be taken lawfully as a 

valuable consideration relating to transfer of goods from one person to another. in 

this view of the matter, we are of the view that in all these cases, the replacement by 

way of exchage of DX by RX seems to have been provided by the companies 

instantly after collecting fixed repair/rebuild charges without waiting for actual 

repair time and, therefore, such a mode of dealing between the companies and their 

customers can at best be taken as a transaction of barter but surely not of 'sale'. 

In the light of above, we answer the first point in the negative by holding that 

the transactions in question were not in the nature of sale because of there being no 

material on record to suggest that any price on transfer of property in goods either 

for DX or RC was ever paid or promised to be paid in monetary terms by either 

party. 

Taking up to second point, we find from the facts on record that the 

companies recorded all the transactions relating to the replacement DC by RC after 

collecting fixed repair changes in their backs of accounts. However, they did not 
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disclose it in their Return. But we find merit in their arguments that they perhaps 

did no do so under a bonafide belief and influence of various judgements passed by 

Hon'ble. 
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